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Abstract
In literatures� two enhancement algorithms� spatial

and spatiotemporal homomorphic �ltering �SHF and
STHF� have been proposed for enhancement of the
far infrared image based upon a far infrared imaging
model� Although spatiotemporal homomorphic �lter�
ing may reduce the number of iterations greatly in
comparison to spatial one for a similar degree of con�
vergence by making explicit use of the additional in�
formation provided temporally� the enhanced results
from SHF are in general better than those from STHF�
In this paper� we design an adaptive spatiotemporal
homomorphic �ltering �ASTHF� which can not only
produce enhanced images as good as those from SHF�
but keep the number of iterations as low as that of
STHF� even lower� for a similar degree of convergence
as well�

Keywords Image enhancement� far infrared im�
agery� spatiotemporal homomorphic �ltering� adaptive
�ltering� adaptive spatiotemporal homomorphic �lter�
ing�

� Introduction
It�s quite di�cult to obtain dependable informa�

tion in the visible part of the electromagnetic spec�
trum in some applications as the sensing in the visible
part deteriorates badly� Sensing in the far infrared is
greatly superior in some cases� Due to cost� an un�
cooled imaging device has to be used� Consequently�
one is confronted by relatively poor SNR�

Very few researchers studied the infrared imaging
process and presented some good enhanced images
based upon that process �e�g��	
�� Prevalently and con�
ventionally� image enhancement is performed by ap�
plying general routines to remove noise and improve
SNR� with little or no regard for the actual modal�
ity involved� Therefore� it is di�cult to ensure that
the important signs are preserved� that the artifacts
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are not created� Moreover� the enhancement of a sin�
gle image ignores the additional information provided
temporally�

The process of the far infrared imaging and the fac�
tors of image degrading have been analyzed carefully
in literatures�	
� And it has been showed that an ideal
far infrared image would consist solely of emission�
and that would be piecewise constant in some appli�
cations� Then two algorithms� called spatial and spa�
tiotemporal homomorphic �lterings �SHF and STHF��
were designed�	
� The second one make explicit use of
the temporal information provided by the image se�
quence so that an enhancement faster than that ob�
tained by utilizing the spatial homomorphic �ltering
was obtained�

Although STHF will spend much lower iterations
and much fewer time to obtain a resulting image� for
a similar degree of convergence� the enhance images
are in general not as good as those from SHF� This
is because the temporal item in STHF speeds up the
convergence of the iterations greatly� in the meantime
lowers the quality of the enhanced images� To over�
come this drawback� we design an adaptive spatiotem�
poral homomorphic �ltering �ASTHF� which adjusts
the temporal item based on some local properties of
the points� With our algorithm� the resulting images
are as good as those from SHF� while the number of
iterations is as low as that of STHF� even lower� for a
similar degree of convergence�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� Sec�
tion � describes the far infrared imaging process model
brie�y� The adaptive spatiotemporal homomorphic �l�
tering and some analysis will be discussed in Section
� Some experimental results and the conclusion are
given in Section 	 and �� respectively�

� Imaging Process Model
In some kinds of applications� one is only interested

in the kind of temperature distribution� rather than in
the exact temperatures of objects in the scene ��
� In
such cases� it�s hopeful to develop a far infrared imag�
ing model by considering the imaging process from
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sources of far infrared radiation to their subsequent
detction by the sensor�

Suppose that a scene consists of �coherent entities�
and background� and that only such kinds of applica�
tions� in which the distance from any entity to the sen�
sor is large enough compared to depth variation within
the entity� are to be dealt with� It is therefore reason�
able to assume that the scene consists of background
and essentially �at entities which have relatively lit�
tle depth� and therefore uniform distance from source
to sensor� Thus if the image is from such scene� and
there is no degradation during the imaging process�
the image will be composed of the background which
gray level changes evenly along some directions and
the entities which gray levels are uniform individually�

From works of P� W� Foulkes ��
� N� Nandhaku�
mar and J� K� Aggarwal ��
� the objects are assumed
to have infrared emissions that are Lambertian� And
from ��
 ��
 ��
 and �
� it is derived that the mag�
nitudes of the spatial gradients of the points at the
boundaries of the objects in far infrared images are
large� and that of points on the surfaces of the objects
but not at the boundaries are small� For the nonob�
ject pixels� the approariate thresholding may remove
the signal gradient on the background� By assuming
that the temperature of an object and the camera�s
gain and o�set remains constant between two frames�
it can be obtained that the temporal gradients of pix�
els are large on spatiotemporal edges� otherwise small�

Based on the above analysis� the saptial and spa�
tiotemporal homomorphic �lterings can be designed
which are written mathematically as Equation � ��
and Equation � ��� respectively
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where S is the entire image� � is a weighting fac�
tor� a constant� Ts and Tt are the spatial and tem�
poral threshold operators� respectively� Q is the en�
hanced� or emitted signal� This minimization is per�
formed by using �nite elements�right�angled triangu�
lar elements�� The spatiotemporal iteration is far more
constrained than the spatial homomorphic iteration so
that the number of iterations to solve Equation � ��
�around ��� is much lower than that to solve Equation
� �� �around ���� for a similar degree of convergence�

� Adaptive Spatiotemporal Homomor�
phic Filtering�ASTHF�

Although STHF will spend much lower iterations
and much fewer time to obtain a resulting image� for a
similar degree of convergence� the enhanced images are
in general not as good as those from SHF� The tempo�
ral item in Equation � �� speeds up the convergence of
the iterations greatly� in the meantime lowers the qual�
ity of the enhanced images� This is because the goals
of the spatial and temporal items in Equation � ��
are not identical in some sets of points� Consequently�
some areas of the resulting image are the tradeo� of
the results from both spatial and temporal items� To
overcome this drawback� an adaptive spatiotemporal
homomorphic �ltering �ASTHF� is developed in this
paper which adjusts the temporal item based on some
local properties of the points� With our algorithm�
the resulting images are as good as those from SHF�
while the number of iterations is still as low as that
of STHF� even lower �see experimental results�� for a
similar degree of convergence�

��� Adaptive Spatiotemporal Homomor�
phic Filtering

First of all� we remove the random high frequency
noise introduced by the uncooled camera with the me�
dian �lter� Then the emitted signal is reconstructed
using an iterative technique to minimize the following
cost functional Fst
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where function ��Ts�rP �� Tt�P
�

t �� is an adaptive func�
tion� but not a constant
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where c� � � and c� � � are two contants�
We performed this minimization using �nite ele�

ment as detailed in G� Berlsta� and A� Blake ��
�

��� The Convergence of ASTHF

As an adaptive function has been introduced into
Equation � �� we have to show that the iteration
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of the minimization of Equation � � with �nite el�
ement �right�angled triangular elements� detailed in
��
 is convergent� First of all� Equation � � is dis�
cretized� By di�erentiating with respect to each qi�j �
where qi�j is the estimate of the density of the recon�
structed image at �i� j�� a sparse set of simultaneous

equations
�F

�qi�j
� � is obtained� Simultaneous over�

relaxation �JOR� provides an iterative method to solve
this system of equations� And its convergence is en�
sured by restricting the relaxation parameter � so that
� � � � �� Variant � has no disturbance on the con�
vergence of the system of equations�

� Experimental Results
Figure � shows an example of the adaptive spa�

tiotemporal homomorphic �ltering� The interval be�
tween two frames of the image sequence is about ����
second� The example shows that the enhanced im�
age resulting from ASTHF� which is as good as that
from SHF� is better than that from STHF� but the
number of iterations is still very low� The adaptive
spatiotemporal homomorphic �ltering is also far more
constrained than the spatial homomorphic iteration
so that the number of iterations is around ��� which
is even lower than �� of STHF� for a similar degree
of convergence� With adaptive spatiotemporal homo�
morphic �ltering the starting guesses are also vital not
just for a low number of iterations but also for good
enhancement� because the previous enhanced image is
used throughout the iteration� and any error in the
previous enhancement is propagated through to the
next image� In our application� the enhancement of
the �rst frame is �nished by spatial homomorphic �l�
tering�

� Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed an adaptive spa�

tiotemporal homomorphic �ltering �ASTHF� based on
a qualitative model of the far infrared imaging process�
Our algorithm is robust and reliable� In comparison
with works in literature�	
� ours may produce the en�
hanced images as good as those from spatial homo�
morphic �ltering� while the number of iterations still
keeps very low� even lower than that of spatotemporal
homomorphic �ltering� for a similar degree of conver�
gence�
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